


Taking care of yourself.
Enjoying life.
It can mean stepping back
from the day-to-day doing and
letting the magic of water
UNDO.

The feeling of water moving over your body.
Physically doing, mentally undoing.

You’re into your own rhythm
experiencing how easily the body, mind, and soul connect.
Swim, play, relax, and recover, unburdened.
It’s the power of
UNDO.

In a world  
obsessed with doing more,
we invite you to

UNDO



Innovation born out of love

When two-year-old Ken Jacuzzi was diagnosed 
with rheumatoid arthritis, his father invented 
the world’s first at-home pump to provide pain-
relieving hydromassage. Since then, Jacuzzi 
has continued to bring the therapeutic benefits 
of moving water into homes around the world.

Built with the same care today

Through decades of research and development,  
Jacuzzi has created breakthrough products that engage 
the senses, nurture the body, and restore the mind  
like no other. 

Today, Jacuzzi is breaking new ground  
with Jacuzzi Swim Spa innovations that include 
Infrared and Red Light therapy as well as the patented 
SmartTub System. Jacuzzi® Brand products are 
enjoyed in more than 100 countries worldwide,  
and are manufactured by thousands  
of people in five nations.
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Escape to your own backyard

Recover through our most advanced hydrotherapy. 
Float into expansive relaxation every day of the year. 
Lose yourself in a casual swim, or go all out with every 
stroke. Welcome to the ultimate Jacuzzi experience.



Reflect on the possibilities

Whether you’re a competitive swimmer or just want  
to have fun, your Jacuzzi Swim Spa is always ready to 
go the distance. It’s there when you’re ready to pause,
slow down a bit to savor life, or find the perfect place 
to share good times with friends and family.



You don’t have 
to be sitting still 
to UNDO™
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Jacuzzi Swim Spas create the perfect conditions  
for the ideal swim experience.
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Powerfully Controlled Current
Creates a high volume stream of water 
so you can easily swim in place without 
drifting out of your lane.

Low Turbulence
Ensures every stroke is perfect because 
it's met with a smooth current.

Predictable Swim, Every Time
Offers the same conditions  
and tracks your swim, so you can  
solely focus on your technique.



Synchronized Swim Jets 
Control the water’s spinning motion while 
accelerating the speed of the current 
without using air, creating a smooth, low 
turbulent current. The SteadySwim 
Buoyancy Jet* adds just the right amount 
of lift under your body, keeping you 
perfectly elevated during your swim. 

Powerful Pumps 
Push a high-volume of water through 
oversized plumbing to deliver the maximum 
amount of water evenly to both swim jets, 
for a wide and powerful swim lane. 

Intuitive Speed Settings 
Can be adjusted to your pace, from a 
warm-up to an intense swim. It's completely 
customized control at your fingertips.

FORM Smart Swim Goggles
Display real-time metrics in the lens during 
your swim while syncing to the app to track 
and measure progress toward your goals.

Aquatic WaveBreaker™ Design
Includes two unique contours that work  
with the suctions at the back of the swim 
spa to reduce reflective waves, so you  
can easily stay in your swim lane. 
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The Perfect Swim

High-performance Jacuzzi Swim Spas 
are the result of decades of expertise in moving water, 
leveraging innovative technology and exercise physiology 
to deliver an amazing and precise swim every single time.

*Varies by collection 13
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Your Swim, Your Way

As the originators of jetted-tub hydrotherapy,  
Jacuzzi has mastered the art of jet technology.  
We put control and customization at your fingertips,  
so you can be fully immersed in your swim.

Jacuzzi PowerActive
AX Swim Jet
 
Adjust the flow and direction to personalize your swim
―
Contoured oval jets flatten the current to improve swim quality 
―
Generates a shoulder-width swim lane
―

Jacuzzi PowerPro
PX Swim Jet
 
Channels a high volume of water into a concentrated flow  
―
Wide, air-free stream creates the optimal swim lane
―
Vertical blades evenly distribute water for a predictable swim
―

Jacuzzi PowerPlay
CX Swim Jet
 
Classic round jet for fun and fitness
―
Creates a simple swim lane for easy-going exercise
―
Perfect environment for playful moments
―

SteadySwim Buoyancy Jet*

Turn on buoyancy-assist to help your body stay afloat
―
Elevates your body into the proper swimming position
―
Optional air creates fun rapids (perfect for boogey boarding)
―

*The Buoyancy Jet is included on swim spas in the PowerPro® and Power Active® Collections.



The most 
extraordinary 
pause in  
the world.™
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Heat
Dilates blood vessels to increase 
blood flow and deliver more 
oxygen to the muscles.

Buoyancy
Creates weightlessness and  
360 degrees of support, relieving 
pressure on joints, muscles,  
and nerves.

Massage
Boosts circulation and releases 
endorphins, providing relaxation  
from head to toe.
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Behind this extraordinary pause is the Jacuzzi 
hydromassage, a distinctive and unrivaled experience.  
Heat, buoyancy, and optimal massage all come  
together for your relaxation, joy, and well-being.



Heavy Duty, Light Touch

The perfect balance of air and water - 
that’s Aqualibrium. Jacuzzi PowerPro Jets 
emphasize 360-degree air induction to provide  
a unique high-volume, low-pressure massage. 
These exclusive jets gently deliver a deeper,  
more intense massage experience.

Depth 
Tilt 
Breadth 
Lumbar Support

Designed to Fit You

Jacuzzi Swim Spas are designed from data 
on human proportions, ensuring they completely 
conform to you. Our seats are sculpted with an 
ergonomic focus to cradle the contours of the body. 
Specialized Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets – recessed  
for your complete comfort – are thoughtfully 
positioned to effectively target key muscles.
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You Do You

Everyone likes their massage a little different. 
Strategically placed Jacuzzi jets target specific muscle 
groups, but the customization is completely up to you. 
Adjust the flow, intensity, and feel from each jet using 
individual air controls at every seat. It’s the massage 
that’s right for you.

NX Jet
 
Targets the neck with a highly focused stream
―
Massages tension and strain in the sensitive neck area
―
Move the nozzle to personalize the massage direction
―

RX Jet
 
Emits a powerful, steady pulse for large areas of the back
―
Relieves tension in the muscles of the middle and upper back
―
Delivers a full-coverage massage
―

FX Jet
 
Exclusive spiral design focuses on smaller muscle groups
―
Stimulates pressure points in the shoulders, back, and feet
―
Drives energetic impact with a spiral flow
―
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RX Therapy Seat 

Comforting back  
and shoulder relief 
A ring of spinning RX Jets 
targets key back and shoulder 
muscles to soothe stiffness and 
release tension, while neck jets 
add further relief. It’s a key part 
of the Jacuzzi Brand’s highest 
performing hydromassage.

ProAir Seat

Relief right where you need it 
Delivers the best of both 
worlds, pinpointing muscles 
along the neck and shoulders, 
while also providing relaxing 
hydromassage to larger 
muscles down the back.

  PowerPro / PowerActive / PowerPlay      PowerPro / PowerActive Exclusive  

FX-LR

FX FX

FX FX

FX-LR
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Jacuzzi Hot Tub Collection 2525

A new frontier in wellness

Jacuzzi is the first and only brand to offer Infrared (IR)  
and Red Light therapy across a range of wellness 
products, from swim spas, to hot tubs, to saunas.

The FX-IR Seat combines patented Infrared and Red Light 
therapy with hydromassage for unmatched rejuvenation.

The therapeutic benefits of hydrotherapy
―  
The rejuvenating power of Infrared
―  
The regenerative qualities of Red Light
―  
All working together deep beneath the skin's surface 
―

Rejuvenation Meets Relaxation 
The rejuvenating powers of 
Infrared and Red Light therapy 
work together deep beneath  
the skin’s surface to relieve pain, 
improve range of motion, and 
help you reach a state 
of mindfulness.  

Effortless
Only Jacuzzi offers the joys 
and benefits of hydrotherapy, 
Infrared and Red Light therapy, 
effortlessly ready when you are. 

Peace of Mind 
Founded in research, you 
can be confident using IR and 
Red Light therapy to enhance  
your relaxation.

Red Light
Specialized deep red light  
reaches surface tissue and cells

Near Infrared 
Positioned to target deep tissue  
within the lumbar region of the lower back

Hydromassage
Jet pressure delivers varied  
massage through surface contact

Skin Level

IR IR

 FX-IR Therapy Seat

NX NX

FX FX

FX FX

FX-R FX-R
FX-RFX-R
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Serenity in
the Details



Clean* water with less effort

Our exclusive ClearRay Active Oxygen® System  
uses air and light to produce clean* water, which 
means fewer chemicals. This advanced oxygen 
process is available on all our models to keep  
water clean* longer. With Active Oxygen®, 
it cleans* more so you clean less.

4-Stage** Filtration Process

Stages 1 and 2
The skimmer and unique mesh  
ProCatch bag work together to clean  
the water surface and trap large debris 
for easy removal.

Stages 3 and 4
This exclusive system features 
2 60 sq ft ProClear filters 
connected directly to a ProStream 
pump that filters an incredible 
35 gallons per minute, giving  
you clean water faster.

ClearRay Active Oxygen System is standard on all Jacuzzi PowerPro and PowerActive models.

*Clean is defined as the removal of microscopic (down to 3-micron level, varies by  hot tub or swim spa model) debris from the water.  
The ClearRay Active Oxygen System utilizes various technologies to achieve cleanliness. One of them is ozone,  which aids in the grouping  
of smaller debris to form larger clusters that can be more easily captured in the filtration process.

**Stages of filtration may vary by collection. 29



Proven Durability, Strength, and Performance\

It’s reassuring to know that your high-performance 
Jacuzzi Swim Spa is made from durable materials 
and will run reliably for years to come, with very little 
maintenance. Just get in, swim, and relax.

Aquatic WaveBreaker™ Design  
Prevents reflective waves  
for consistently smoother water  
 

Galvanized Steel Frame   
Designed to increase durability 
and structural support 
 

Superior Foam Insulation   
Retains heat, absorbs noise, 
and supports plumbing  
 

Durable ProPolymer™ Base   
Eases installation, is impervious 
to the elements, and resists moisture
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Precisely Designed Covers 
Optional hard or rollaway covers  
provide a custom fit and enhance  
energy efficiency.

Programmable Filtration   
Optimize water filtration to suit your 
specific needs or operate during periods 
of lower energy consumption rates.  



  Working Properly
  Reminder
  Needs Attention 

*Amazon, Alexa, Google, Google Assistant, Apple and Siri are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Actual SmartTub owner’s review

“This gives me peace of mind  
that my spa is always working correctly! 
My local dealer notifies me if anything 
goes wrong, plus I can adjust all  
the functions on my spa from the comfort 
of my home! Great app and spa!”

*Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Siri is a trademark of Apple, Inc. 33

Energy Savings
The SmartTub System is Heat Pump 
Ready, detecting the presence of an 
installed heat pump and enabling 
convenient control of your heating  
and cooling preferences.

Convenience
Track energy usage reports, pair with 
smart devices, and enjoy new features 
updated automatically. 

Full Control
Adjust temperature, jets, and lights,  
and lock down your swim spa to prevent 
usage, whether home or away.

Peace of Mind
The SmartTub system sends automatic 
alerts to you and your dealer if your 
swim spa needs attention, such as for 
power outages, freezing, or overheating.

Peace of mind from anywhere

Our patented, industry-first SmartTub System 
provides remote monitoring and control through 
phones, smart devices, and Siri and Alexa wearables 
anywhere in the world.* All with software updates  
and a cellular connection that’s simpler and more 
reliable than Wi-Fi alone. Enjoyment made easy.
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Rollaway Cover

Our next generation of swim spa covers are energy efficient, 
and also roll back effortlessly by just one person.

Versastep™

Get into and out of your Jacuzzi® Swim Spa with ease using the 
long-lasting and weather-resistant Versastep™.

We track your stats, so you don't have to

Calibrated specifically for Jacuzzi Swim Spas, the 
FORM Smart Swim Goggles display your swim time, 
distance, and pace, so you can concentrate entirely on 
your swim. Keep your FORM goggles paired to the app 
to track your results and progress over time. Share your 
stats with your friends and access fitness programs  
to stay accountable and inspired.

PowerTone™ Fitness Kit

Turn any swim spa into an aquatic gym with the patented 
PowerTone™ Fitness Kit, which includes dumbbells, a swing 
trainer, and resistance fins. 

Tether Cord

Our swim spas include a tether cord that can be attached to 
your waist when swimming to help maintain your position. 
Resistance can also be increased for a more intense workout.



Live in the moments you choose

Bring the versatility, quality, and energy of a Jacuzzi 
Swim Spa into your own backyard. With three swim spa 
collections and a range of sizes, you can be sure 
to UNDO the way that's right for you.
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Jacuzzi PowerPro Swim Spa Collection

Swim like a pro with one of the most predictable and powerful  
swim currents in the world, right at your fingertips.

PRO



The Best Performance

Whether you're a novice swimmer or a seasoned triathlete,  
Jacuzzi PowerPro PX Jets deliver a completely customized 
swim current. The buoyancy jet provides essential support, 
ensuring balance in the water whenever you need it.

Your Preferred Swim

Set your swim speed or choose from preprogrammed 
workouts using the convenient Swim Selector Control.  
When it’s time to unwind, you’ll find the hydrotherapy 
control within reach of each of the therapy seats.

Standard Features
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® PX Swim Jets 
SteadySwim® Buoyancy Jet 
Swim Selector Current Control 
FORM Smart Swim Goggles 
Jacuzzi® Exclusive IR + Red Light Therapy 
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Massage Jets 
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® RX Jets 
Illuminated Waterfall 
Adjustable Headrests 
Soft Stride Mat 
4-Stage Filtration 
ClearRay Active Oxygen® System 
Galvanized Steel Frame 
ProFinish® Cabinetry 
Premium LED Lighting 
Exterior Corner Lighting 
Status Indicator Light 
Illuminated Touch Screen Control 
Heat Pump Ready
Tether Cord

Optional Features
SmartTub® System 
Solid State Frame Only - No Cabinet 
48" Exercise Bar 
2nd Auxiliary 3 kw Heater 

Optional Fitness Accessories 
PowerTone™ Fitness Kit

Acrylic Options

ProFinish Cabinetry

Platinum Silver PearlPorcelain

Brushed GraySmoked EbonyModern Hardwood

Model
 

J-16™

Model
 

Swim Power

10.5 hp

Dimensions*

Inches
220x92x53

Centimeters
558x233x134

Total Filled Wt.

22,948 lbs.
10,412 kg.

Swim Power

10.5 hp

Dimensions*

Inches
185x92x53

Centimeters
469x233x134

Total Filled Wt.

19,394 lbs.
8,799 kg.

Swim Area

Inches
148

Centimeters
376

Dry Wt.

2,660 lbs.
1,207 kg.

Swim Area

Inches
112

Centimeters
284

Dry Wt.

2,600 lbs.
1,180 kg.

Electrical

240VAC 60Hz
50A/60A

230VAC 50Hz 
1x32A

Avg Spa Vol.

2,430 US Gal.
9,205 L

Electrical

240VAC 60Hz
50A/60A

230VAC 50Hz 
1x32A

Avg Spa Vol.

2,012 US Gal.
7,620 L

J-19™
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FX
8

FX
8

Hydrotherapy Jets + IR Count Hydrotherapy Jets + IR Count

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.

FX-R
6

FX-R
6

NX
4

NX
4

RX
8

RX
8

IR
2

IR
2

  PowerPro / PowerActive / PowerPlay      PowerPro / PowerActive Exclusive       PowerPro / PowerActive Exclusive IR + Red Light Therapy
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Jacuzzi PowerActive Swim Spa Collection

Balance is what you're looking for, and our swim spas give you the right mix 
of an amazing swim experience, plus an exceptional hydromassage.

ACTIVE



Smooth and Wide Current

Jacuzzi PowerActive AX Swim Jets deliver a smooth  
current that's wider than your shoulders to provide ample  
space for swimming and exercise.

Convenient Control 

Use the touch-screen control to customize your experience, 
from hydrotherapy and lighting to turning on the swim jets. 

Standard Features
Jacuzzi® PowerActive® AX Swim Jets 
SteadySwim® Buoyancy Jet  
Jacuzzi® Exclusive IR + Red Light Therapy 
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Massage Jets 
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® RX Jets 
Illuminated Waterfall 
Adjustable Headrests 
Soft Stride Mat 
4-Stage Filtration 
ClearRay Active Oxygen® System 
Galvanized Steel Frame 
ProFinish® Cabinetry 
Premium LED Lighting 
Exterior Corner Lighting 
Status Indicator Light  
Illuminated Touch Screen Control
Heat Pump Ready 
Tether Cord

Optional Features
FORM Smart Swim Goggles 
SmartTub® System 
Solid State Frame Only - No Cabinet 
48" Exercise Bar 
2nd Auxiliary 3 kw Heater 

Optional Fitness Accessories  
PowerTone™ Fitness Kit

Acrylic Options

Platinum Silver PearlPorcelain

Model
 

J-16™

Model
 

Swim Power

5 hp

Dimensions*

Inches
220x92x53

Centimeters
558x233x134

Total Filled Wt.

22,948 lbs.
10,412 kg.

Swim Power

5 hp

Dimensions*

Inches
185x92x53

Centimeters
469x233x134

Total Filled Wt.

19,394 lbs.
8,799 kg.

Swim Area

Inches
148

Centimeters
376

Dry Wt.

2,660 lbs.
1,207 kg.

Swim Area

Inches
112

Centimeters
284

Dry Wt.

2,600 lbs.
1,180 kg.

Electrical

240VAC 60Hz
50A/60A

230VAC 50Hz 
1x32A

Avg Spa Vol.

2,430 US Gal.
9,205 L

Electrical

240VAC 60Hz
50A/60A

230VAC 50Hz 
1x32A

Avg Spa Vol.

2,012 US Gal.
7,620 L

J-19™
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ProFinish Cabinetry

Brushed GraySmoked EbonyModern Hardwood

FX
8

FX
8

Hydrotherapy Jets + IR Count Hydrotherapy Jets + IR Count

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.

FX-R
6

FX-R
6

NX
4

NX
4

RX
8

RX
8

IR
2

IR
2

  PowerPro / PowerActive / PowerPlay      PowerPro / PowerActive Exclusive       PowerPro / PowerActive Exclusive IR + Red Light Therapy
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Jacuzzi PowerPlay Swim Spa Collection

Step away from screen time and into the swim spa 
where fun, play, and relaxation all come together.

PLAY



Versatile Swim and Fitness Experience

Jacuzzi® PowerPlay® CX Swim Jets generate  
a current that’s just right for a casual swim  
or a satisfying exercise session.

Generous Hydrotherapy Seating

Choose either a comfortable bench or a relaxing  
hydromassage seat from one of the PowerPlay Swim Spa's 
nine seating options.

Acrylic Options

Platinum Silver PearlPorcelain

Model
 

J-13™ Swim Power

4 hp

Dimensions*

Inches
149x92x50

Centimeters
377x233x127

Total Filled Wt.

13,083 lbs.
5,936 kg.

Swim Area

Inches
96

Centimeters
244

Dry Wt.

1,860 lbs.
884 kg.

Electrical

240VAC 60Hz
50A/60A

230VAC 50Hz 
1x32A

Avg Spa Vol.

1,344 US Gal.
5,092 L
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FX
27

Hydrotherapy Jets + IR Count

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.

FX-LR
5

NX
4

Standard Features
Jacuzzi® PowerPlay® CX Swim Jets 
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Massage Jets 
Illuminated Waterfall  
Headrests 
Soft Stride Mat  
2-Stage Filtration 
ProFinish® Cabinetry  
Galvanized Steel Frame 
Premium LED Lighting 
Exterior Corner Lighting 
Status Indicator Light 
Streamlined Push-Button Controls 
Heat Pump Ready
Tether Cord

Optional Features
FORM Smart Swim Goggles 
SmartTub® System 
ClearRay Active Oxygen System 
24" Swim Bar
2nd Auxiliary 3 kw Heater 

Optional Fitness Accessories  
PowerTone™ Fitness Kit

ProFinish Cabinetry

Brushed GraySmoked EbonyModern Hardwood

  PowerPro / PowerActive / PowerPlay      PowerPro / PowerActive Exclusive       PowerPro / PowerActive Exclusive IR + Red Light Therapy



Jacuzzi 
PowerPro 
Collection

Jacuzzi 
PowerActive 
Collection

Jacuzzi 
PowerPlay 
Collection

10.5 hp

J-19™, J-16™

5 hp

J-19™, J-16™

4 hp

J-13™

Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Hydromassage Jets

Swim Power

Models

SmartTub System

Additional Heater

48" Exercise Bar

Warranty Coverage (Years)

10
7
5
5

10
7
5
5

10
7
5
5

Shell Structure
Shell Surface

Equipment, Controls & Plumbing
Cabinet

This is what you’ve been waiting for

We’ve worked hard to make choosing your new 
Jacuzzi Swim Spa easy, by offering a collection  
for every backyard and budget. No matter which one 
you choose, our focus on quality and design will ensure 
you enjoy your swim spa for years to come.

Specialty Jacuzzi® PowerPro® RX Jets

IR + Red Light Therapy

SteadySwim Buoyancy Jet

Swim Selector Current Control

Adjustable Headrests

Illuminated Waterfall

Galvanized Steel Frame

ProFinish® Insulated Cabinetry

Interior and Exterior Lighting

Soft Stride Mat

Touch Screen Controls

Fully Insulated

ClearRay Active Oxygen® System

FORM Smart Swim Goggles
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Standard

Optional

4-Stage 4-Stage 2-StageProClarity Filtration System

Heat Pump Ready



Mind

Transform your

body and

Immerse yourself  
in the experience that made us a household name. 

Feel a weight lift  
at the mere thought of warm, bubbling water. 

Let stress wash away as you step in. 
Emerge rejuvenated to take on the day.  
And let the long-lasting refreshing energy transform 
your body and mind.

Feel yourself transformed



From the beginning, Jacuzzi has been committed to building a better  
world through healing  and transformation. To that end, we have established 
high-level commitments that support our vision of promoting lifelong  
well-being through sustainable innovation.

Jacuzzi.com

17872 Gillette Ave. #300 

Irvine CA 92614

©2024 Jacuzzi Swim Spas. All rights reserved. Jacuzzi is a registered trademark of Jacuzzi Inc. used with permission. All other brands, product names, 
company names, trade names, trademarks and service marks used are the property of their respective owners. Jacuzzi Hot Tubs may make product modifications  
and enhancements. Specifications may change without notice. International products may be configured differently to meet local electrical requirements. 
Dimensions are approximate. Manufactured under one or more United States patent numbers. Other patents may apply.
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